
Research Results The 2005 supplychainforesight survey

is a comprehensive, independent study of the issues facing

the South African supply chain and logistics market.

supplychainforesight
2005

The past year has seen enormous

swings in the global economy

and market conditions.

This volatility in the global scene is

both a challenge and an opportunity

for organisations to use supply chain

strategy to find their strategic

competitive advantage.

Survey conceptualised and initiated by:
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The new global challenge

Last year’s inaugural supplychainforesight report was disseminated to many thousands

of SA’s top executives through the media and through a series of well attended public

events, where the issues raised by the research were vigorously debated.

Overall, the 2004 report reflected a commitment to driving the costs of an organisation’s

supply chain down by increasing efficiencies in individual supply chain functions. This

objective of cost reduction and increased efficiency was coupled, however, with a

realisation that the key challenges for supply chain reform were:

1. To marry cost reduction and efficiency with increases in customer service levels

2. To increase the effectiveness of the supply chain as well as its efficiency

3. To increase efforts at collaboration

The report observed that the short-term objective of cost reduction and increases

in supply chain efficiency were unlikely to be met other than by a more holistic and

integrated view of where effectiveness could be introduced into supply chain manage-

ment processes.

We commented then that the integration challenge would involve the integration of

internal processes and information among the organisation’s individual supply chain

functions, and the integration of supplier and customer information. We also commented

that the lack of such integration would represent a major obstacle to the achievement

of the stated cost reduction goals – and so it has proved.

For the new 2005 supplychainforesight report, we collaborated with South Africa’s

major supply chain industry bodies to compile a new questionnaire which retained

some measures of the 2004 report. This allowed us to measure the progress of SA’s

supply chains against last year’s findings. We also wanted to find out what executives

in the country’s top companies in many different industries were doing about responding

to new global supply chain challenges. Lastly, we introduced some brand-new areas

of supply chain exploration. One of the most important of these new areas, given the

competitive pressures of a rapidly evolving and fluctuating global market, is supply

chain flexibility and responsiveness (and how to achieve it).

The past year has seen enormous swings in the global economy and market conditions,

in response to the US elections, currency fluctuations, the “war on terror”, and the

strengthening of SA’s currency, economy and global market reputation, among other

factors. This volatility in the global scene presents perhaps both the most significant

challenge, and the greatest opportunity for organisations to use supply chain strategy

to find their strategic competitive advantage.

Introduction



These new conditions demand flexibility and responsiveness in the supply chain – an

ability to communicate and plan along with customers and suppliers in order to

efficiently and effectively respond to rapidly changing or niched demands for service

delivery. This of course requires an outward-looking, collaborative approach for many

organisations with complex, and especially global, supply chains. The idea that global

supply chains increasingly compete against each other, rather than the traditional view

of companies in the same industry competing, is fast becoming a reality.

Pressure is building on sales and marketing teams to deliver more niched and varied

product to markets anywhere in the world, in response to the dramatic shortening of

product cycles and the increased fluctuation and variety in demand. In the global

context, these pressures are equally relevant for the inbound supply chains of

manufacturing companies and the outbound supply chains of distribution companies.

What both types of companies have in common is the need to make their supply chains

themselves more flexible and responsive, and therefore more competitive. This year’s

findings tell us an interesting story about how they’re doing.
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Introduction

Global supply chains, rather

than companies in the

same industry, are

increasingly competing

against each other
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The collaboration imperative

This section identifies several key learning areas drawn from the general body of data.

In each learning area we have extensively analysed and interpreted one or more of

the data findings, and drawn some conclusions and recommendations for discussion

and debate.

Participants this year indicated a far more urgent willingness to collaborate, with over

80% of respondents indicating this as a key objective. This compares to the finding

that 40% of respondents in the 2004 survey rated collaboration opportunities as a

“challenge to meeting strategic objectives”.

The increased emphasis on collaboration is a change of tack from the approach to

supply chain strategy last year, which favoured silo-based improvements as the selected

methodology. There now seems to be an awareness that supply chain strategy needs

to move outwards – towards the establishment of a demand network with customers

and suppliers – rather than inwards.

Three of the top four objectives in 2004 were related to cost reduction in specific supply

chain functions – inventory, transportation and procurement – in order to increase

efficiencies. The finding that such an internally focused, silo-based approach to supply

Key learnings

Improve cooperation/collaboration in the supply chain

Reduce investment in inventory

Improve service offered to customers

Improve information visibility

Lower cost of direct purchases

Increase effectiveness of procurement processes

Increase shelf availability/reduce out-of-stocks

Lower cost of manufacturing

Increase flexibility and responsiveness of manufacturing

Reduce outbound transportation costs

Reduce warehouse operating costs

Increase flexibility and responsiveness of transport operations

Improve efficient unit loads

Reduce inbound transportation costs

Lower costs of selling

Improve cash flow from revised trading terms of purchases

Improve cash flow from revised trading terms of sales

Other

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

What are the key objectives for your supply chain for the next 12 months?
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Key learnings

chain management has been replaced by a greater commitment to collaboration

indicates to us that the efficiency approach has not overcome the challenges of cost

reduction, service level improvements and integration.

It seems, therefore, that supply chain strategy is now becoming more geared to

effectiveness rather than efficiency. This requires the integration of customers’ and

suppliers’ information in a demand network which can greatly increase responsiveness

to fluctuating demand, better planning of inventory across the network, and more

control over the cost of goods.

There seems to be a strong perception that responding effectively to changing conditions

in global markets needs collaboration. We might even say there is a growing perception

that product-based advantages are becoming less sustainable and more short term

due to global information systems, and that the competitive advantages of cost and

service improvements are shifting to the supply chain.

In 2004’s report, there was a strategic awareness of supply chain importance but there

was an operational disconnect from that strategy. All but one of the top five strategic

objectives last year related to increases in efficiency, as we’ve mentioned, and these

were related specifically to individual supply chain functions. The challenges emerging

from the 2004 report, however, seemed to reflect the need for companies to address

what they knew could be improved operationally. Alongside the challenges was an

acknowledgement of a hesitancy in tackling issues requiring a degree of integrated

planning and execution across functions, such as planning and forecasting and other

forms of collaboration.

In this year’s report, a much greater alignment between strategy and the operational

methodology chosen to achieve the stated strategic goals is in evidence. The other top

key objectives in the new report all relate to improvement in service and management

effectiveness, particularly in the areas of procurement, inventory and information.

While work is being done to integrate such functions internally, the current realisation

is that these objectives stand a better chance of being achieved through collaboration

with customers and suppliers. In addition, there is the realisation that the integration

of internal processes will enable advantage through an improved and faster flow of

market information – itself acquired through collaboration. The increase in the importance

of the management of information, for example, points to a more integrated

understanding of how strategy and operations can connect to improve the whole

supply chain.

Strategy and operations align
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The cost of underestimating costs

This year, there is again strong evidence that many companies underestimate the costs

of their entire supply chains.

Last year, fully a quarter of respondents estimated the supply chain as a percentage

of the cost of sales to be 5% or under. With a global benchmark percentage figure

of 8% in countries that are far closer than ours to suppliers and markets, and with far

fewer infrastructure problems, this is unlikely to be the case.

The recent CSIR report on the state of the country’s logistics infrastructure puts logistics

costs expressed as a percentage of GDP at just under 15%. If we factor in costs which

are not only to do with physical logistics, the cost of supply chain activities as a

percentage of company sales may be expected to be a little higher than this. However,

this year our respondents’ view of the cost of their supply chains hardly varies from

last year, with an amazing 43% saying that their supply chain costs were 7.5% or less!

As we suggested last year, this under-reading of supply chain costs may be due to the

definition of what constitutes such a cost. If indirect supply chain costs (such as the

terms of the supplier, insurance and other inbound costs, the holding costs of inventory

and logistics fixed assets) are not seen as part of the supply chain costs, but as part

of the cost of goods themselves, this would significantly alter the cost estimate

downwards.

As the old management maxim goes, “What you don’t measure, you can’t manage.”

A supply chain management strategy which pulls inefficiency out of the system, and

is able to integrate information across the demand network, will surely be measuring

these costs as well as the visible outbound supply chain costs such as warehousing and

distribution.

Key learnings

0%

25%

30%

< 5% 5% 7.6% 10.1% 12.6% 15.1% 17.6% >20%
- 7.5% - 10% - 12.5% - 15% - 17.5% - 20%

20%

15%

10%

5%

What is the cost of your company’s supply chain expressed as
a percentage of sales?
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Key learnings

If the overall costs of the supply chain are underestimated, then the potential cost

savings and the perceived improvements in service levels to be had from any improvements

in cost reduction will also be perceived to be small, with opportunities for improvement

being overlooked.

Almost 80% of respondents indicated that their companies were embarking on a

growth strategy in this year’s survey. Coupled with the finding that almost half of the

respondents’ companies consider themselves strong global players, and that over 90%

of them consider the supply chain to be a key part of company strategy, it seems

reasonable to conclude that companies should be looking to their supply chain activities

to provide them with competitive advantage.

The outlook for positive growth from respondent companies mirrors the situation in

South Africa itself, with business confidence levels at all-time highs – a confidence

tracked by Foreign Direct Investment into the country.

For supply chain strategy, the implications of a positive growth phase also need to be

put into a context of volatility in global political and economic conditions.

Supply chain: the Achilles heel of the growth strategy?

60

110
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100
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Consumer and business confidence trends (1991 to 2004)
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Supply chain: the Achilles heel of the growth strategy?
continued

Supply chains under these changing conditions could be an Achilles heel or the factor

that differentiates one company from another and creates competitive advantage. They

will need to be flexible and responsive to changing market conditions such as shorter

and more varied product cycles, political instability, the sourcing of supply from different

markets and niched product distribution.

Supply chain flexibility and responsiveness can help the growth strategy in two ways:

1. By reducing the risks associated with growth. Responsiveness to peaks in customer

demand through supply chain effectiveness provides the ability to maintain higher

service levels and retain customers. Responsiveness to troughs in demand will

mean lower costs through less obsolete stock, fewer misguided buying decisions 

and lower storage and distribution costs

2. By increasing the chances of competitive advantage through supply chain responsive-

ness and flexibility in order to grow market share

In South Africa, other issues also need to be factored into developing responsiveness

and flexibility in the supply chain, such as declining interest rates, increased trade into

Africa and Black Economic Empowerment. Profitable growth will only be sustained if

organisations can be responsive to such changeable and volatile market conditions,

which means building a supply chain which can deliver the right product at the right

time, to the right place and at the right price, with lower costs and with lower risk.

Key learnings

Profitable growth will only

be sustained if organisations

build supply chains that are

flexible and responsive to

market changes
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The planning and forecasting challenge

Key learnings

In last year’s report, improving planning and forecasting capabilities rated as the top

challenge for companies embarking to achieve their supply chain objectives for over

60% of respondents. This year sees a huge acceleration of this trend, with over 90%

of respondents viewing planning and forecasting as a key challenge.

In the global context this is as great a problem, with a recent Aberdeen Group report

on inventory management strategy stating that, “Faced with lengthening supply

channels and tighter service demands from customers, many companies are now

wholesale re-examining how to flow inventory across their supply chains and how to

set inventory policy.”

The challenges being set by demand planning and forecasting are even more urgently

present this year, because supply chains are being negatively affected by market volatility,

by currency swings and by the pace of sometimes volatile globalisation.

Our view is that many previous attempts to address forecasting accuracy have focused

on software tools, and have therefore dealt with the symptoms rather than the causes

of inventory. The answers are unlikely to be found in demand forecasting IT and

spreadsheets, however.

Of course supply chain organisations need to establish a best estimate of demand as

accurately as possible, but the growing need for flexibility and responsiveness in supply

chain operations will be much better served by increased levels of collaboration up and

down the supply chain and improved levels of integration both within and outside the

What are the challenges to achieving your supply chain objectives?

Our planning and scheduling capabilities

Benchmarking our supply chain performance

The skills/capabilities of our supply chain staff

Aligning our skills to meet the supply chain strategy

Creating supply chain collaboration opportunities

Our sourcing and procurement practices

Integrating our IT systems

The physical distribution network

Redefining our supply chain

The logistics channel

The specialised needs of our customers

The capabilities of our existing IT systems

Our task planning and scheduling capabilities

Auditing our supply chain

Our warehouse management capabilities

Finding a suitable outsource partner

Other

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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The planning and forecasting challenge continued

organisation. The result would be increased visibility of goods and components in the

network, and the ability to move them fast in reaction to shifts in demand.

Treating inventory planning without addressing the issues of time and flexible service

delivery is akin to treating a growing strategic problem with a tactical solution. It simply

won’t work. This, in our opinion, is why planning and forecasting remains inexplicably

high on the agenda of supply chain challenges.

The move to flexibility and responsiveness will be aided by more effective collaboration

and integration, with both suppliers and customers, to make the demand network

more visible and responsive.

Last year’s report saw skills high on the agenda of challenges facing supply chain

reform. This year, that tendency seems to have accelerated, with two of the top four

challenges listed relating to skills development.

The major difference seems to be that, in last year’s study, in-house training and skills

development went hand-in-hand with efforts to improve efficiency and performance

in specific functional areas. This year, improvement efforts are looking to collaboration,

inventory management and procurement to implement supply chain reform.

Key learnings

The skills gap

0%

25%

Procurement Inbound Warehousing Inventory Outbound Information
transport transport management

20%

15%

10%

5%

35%

30%

40%

Internally driven with no external assistance

Externally driven by consultants/service providers

Mainly internally driven with some external assistance

Driven by outsourced partner

How was the improvement driven?
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Key learnings

In most cases, some measure of external collaboration – that word again! – is seen to

be required to achieve progress. The skills required to transform supply chain strategy

to allow organisations to become more flexible, responsive and globally competitive

are clearly specialised and in short supply – generally at the level of the senior executive.

It is clear that these skills need to be grown inside the organisation, and a process of

continuous improvement needs to be put in place in order to retain, harvest and develop

the operational skills which exist in supply chain silo activities into more strategic ones

– with the help of outside organisations.

Organisations already partner with companies at various levels where additional skills

are required, or where activities can be productively outsourced, to specialist third-

party service providers.

It is clear, however, that most companies require assistance in putting together a

different kind of supply chain strategy, in an environment where rapid and continuous

market change and volatility require continuous improvement in supply chain performance

just to stand still, much less gain competitive advantage.

In this environment a collaborative skills approach may be of more benefit, where

specialised fourth-party supply chain service providers (who focus on the strategy and

management of the total supply chain) can provide high-level redesign skills for supply

chain strategy, and they can also provide much needed support to existing operational

skills within the organisation.

10

Specialised fourth-party supply

chain service providers can help

organisations to find competitive

advantage despite rapid and

continuous market change
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Financial and marketing executives: out to lunch

Key learnings

Marketing and finance executives, as well as IT executives, were notable by their

absence from the respondent profile again this year, despite an increased and focused

effort to include them.

However, when all respondents were asked the question, “Which executives are

responsible for developing supply chain strategy?”, over 60% said financial directors

were involved, and over 50% said the marketing director was involved. 

It seems that while some of these executives are involved, the involvement is a form

of negative control of the supply chain strategy – that is, to make sure that supply

chain changes don’t impact negatively on service or on the balance sheet. Their

continued lack of participation points to a continued inability to see both market and

financial strategic advantage in supply chain reform.

Given that marketing executives are responsible for creating and maintaining competitive

advantage, and therefore margin, it is surprising that so few are involved actively in

revolutionising supply chain strategy. Likewise, for finance executives, the effects of

such strategy on both the balance sheet and the income statement can be significant.

Many examples exist of the positive influence of marketing and finance executives on

supply chain strategy when they understand the benefits. Woolworths, for instance,

has built a just-in-time supply model with responsive and flexible inventory management

down to individual line items in different stores, which it cites as a key part of its brand

differentiation and competitive advantage.

Again, marketing and finance executives can make a significant difference in leading

the organisation to real collaboration – a situation in which accurate information is

shared between customer, customer’s customer, supply chain organisation, supplier

and supplier’s supplier, and where planning is collaborative. In short, where suppliers

are not servants, and customers are not the enemy.

The issues around the inadequacies of the national logistics and transportation infrastructure

are well documented, and our question in the study regarding it served to definitively

confirm the market’s perception that the country is being let down by its infrastructure.

Significantly, this is the first time a sample of this size and seniority has been assembled

to respond to the logistics infrastructure question. The findings are corroborated by

those in the CSIR report on the state of the country’s logistics. Almost every respondent

feels, in particular, that the state-run rail network is either below average or poor in

SA Inc: the infrastructure issues
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Key learnings

its performance, and their feelings about the road network and airports are generally

positive. In a time when SA is entering a serious growth phase and gearing up for

global competition, this will hit imports and exports most seriously.

Of course, there are historical reasons for the situation. Prior to our re-entry into the

global economy, SA’s infrastructure was isolationist and inward-looking. The relatively

small domestic consumer market was more effectively catered for with a well-developed

road transport infrastructure, and a relative lack of development for the country’s rail

and port network.

However, since we re-entered the global economy, the emphasis has shifted very quickly

to a requirement to become a competitive and efficient importer and exporter, both

into Africa and through the rail, port and air networks elsewhere in the world.

The contrast with the experience of rail and the largely privatised road and air networks

in the country is instructive. The Airports Company of SA, the national air carrier, as

well as the road authorities, are to be congratulated in taking on the challenge of

privatisation and very different logistics demands successfully.

However the overuse of the road network in particular, though it may have historical

reasons, represents an impediment to national logistics competitiveness. Its expense,

and the inability of the rail network to show signs of rapid restructure and increased

efficiency, confirms what is on the minds of government planners – that free market

competition in the sector is necessary to foster reform, efficiency and effectiveness.

0
Excellent Above average Average Below average Poor

40

30

20

10

50

70

Roads

Intermodal facilities

Railways

Airports/Air transportation

Ports/Harbours

Customs

60

Please rate the quality of SA’s freight logistics system as it affects
your company’s supply chain
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Participant profile: job function

Data analysis by question
The sample

There was a 26% representation of

executive/senior management, on par with

last year’s study. This high representation

indicates the importance of supply chain

strategy in the minds of CEOs.

The seniority of the sample group, when

allied to the size of most of the companies

responding, means that the responses can

be regarded as not only statistically valid,

but qualitatively significant.

We are able to analyse the responses and

supply chain thinking of people in large

organisations who can make a difference

to strategy and business direction. The

representation from senior logistics and

supply chain personnel has increased from

last year’s survey, but once again there is

a low representation from marketing,

finance and IT executives.

15% - CEO

2% - Managing Director

7% - General Manager

2% - Executive Director

15% - Supply Chain Director/Manager

15% - Logistics Director/Manager

7% - Operations Director/Manager

5% - Financial Director/Manager

5% - Marketing Director/Manager

4% - IT Director/Manager

25% - Other

25%

15%

2%

7%

2%

15%

15%
7%

5%

5%

4%

The sample size for this year’s report was up from 238 last year, to a total of 257 this

year, thus providing a statistically significant group, and enabling us to draw out

meaningful data for individual industries and sectors. The survey was completed online

using a series of automated forms, and data was analysed by expressing the options

chosen as percentages of the total sample group.

The seniority of the sample

group and the size of those

companies involved lends

qualitative significance to the

data compiled
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Data analysis by question
Participant profile: industry

Mining & Quarrying

Retail

Fuel & Chemical

Automotive

Transport & Communications

Food Products

Electricity & Water

IT & Electronics

Agribusiness

Textiles

Construction

Steel

Government Services

Financial, Real Estate & Business Services

Healthcare

Other

0 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Mining, Retail, Public Sector and Fuel &

Chemical response rates are up from last

year. Representation from the automotive

and construction sectors are slightly down.

The change in industry profile in this year’s

responses is instructive. There is a huge

increase in retail participation, which may

reflect in particular the preoccupation in

the whole study with demand planning

and forecasting – a key element of retail

supply chains, since they feel the brunt of

out-of-stocks on their sales. It may also

reflect the fact that, in 2004’s study, retail

organisations were not as committed to

collaboration, especially with suppliers, as

they profess to be this year.

This change presents a similar picture to

the automotive industry, where more col-

laboration between the OEMs and after-

market supply chains was being called

for in last year’s results presentation

discussions.

Other industries with large participation,

such as Mining and the Fuel and Chemicals

industry, are more concerned, relatively,

with globalisation and competitive supply

chain advantage.

Participant profile: company size

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

< R100m R100m - R249m R250m - R499m R500m - R749m R750m - R1bn > R1bn

The number of participants from

companies with an annual turnover of

R1bn and more is greater than last year,

and is also the biggest segment in

the survey.

Representation from companies under

R100m is the same as last year. The

high response rate of large companies

adds credibility to the survey and

its findings.

Also, the presence of a majority of

multinational companies enables the study

to draw conclusions about the nature of

global market change and its impact on

supply chain planning.
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Global competitiveness

Business strategy

Most companies indicated that they were

pursuing a growth strategy.

Recent business confidence indices have

shown increasing levels of growth for SA

as a whole, with Foreign Direct Investment

following as a consequence.

The role of careful supply chain planning

in the growth strategy is crucial. Supply

chains that work perfectly on current

volumes may find that they are an Achilles

heel if flexibility, responsiveness and

scalability have not been designed into

the system.

Of course, the quid pro quo of this is that

re-engineered supply chains can become

the driver for growth through the com-

petitive advantages in cost and service

terms that often lie dormant in this arena.

As much as 69% of the respondent

companies compete globally. This links

back to the company profiles in terms of

their size (R1bn and more).

Several companies indicated that they

are strong forces in the global market.

The global profile of these respondents

reflects the growing global character of

South African business and the growing

criticality of collaborative and integrated

techniques in supply chain design.

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

We don’t compete We service a Our performance in Our performance in We’re a strong force
globally special niche in the the global market the global market in the global market

global market is weak is fair

35%

80%

9%

11%

80% - Growth Strategy

9% - Downsizing/Right-sizing Strategy

11% - Maintenance Strategy

Data analysis by question
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Your view on supply chain importance, and has this view
changed since last year?

The view on supply chain importance

has increased since last year, to over 90%

of respondents rating supply chain man-

agement ‘very important’. 74% said that

their view on the importance of supply

chain management has increased. There

are two possible reasons for this:

1. Last year we had identified the strategy

gap in supply chain thinking – that is,

while many companies rated supply

chain management and reform as very

important, they were addressing that

reform by attempting to improve

efficiencies in individual supply chain

functions, such as warehousing and

inventory management.

The failure of these improvement

initiatives to provide the expected cost

savings and service level increases has

led this year to renewed attention to

supply chain reform.

2. South Africa is increasingly competing

in a global market with a stronger

rand, therefore organisations need to

cut costs and increase service levels

as a matter of urgency in order to

compete more effectively.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Very important Important Somewhat important Not important

70%

80%

90%

100%

74%

25%

1%

74% - The importance has increased

25% - The importance has remained the same
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Element(s) of a supply chain for developing a
competitive advantage

Executives involved in the supply chain strategy

Besides the heavy involvement of senior

decision-making executives in the supply

chain strategy, the low representation of

marketing, finance and IT executives is

noteworthy, as with last year’s finding.

However, such low representation seems

to be contradicted by the finding here,

that an appreciable 62% of finance exec-

utives, 50% of marketing, and 45% of IT

directors are rated as involved.

The anomaly may be explained by a passive

involvement of these executives in the

strategy, where it most directly pertains

to their perceived area of responsibility. 

For example, if changes to supply chain

strategy are going to impact on the bal-

ance sheet, the finance executive will be

involved, but not in a way in which he

or she is active in using the strategic

advantages of supply chain competi-

tiveness to improve the profit picture.

Procurement and inventory management

are the two highest scorers. The focus on

procurement could be driven by cost

reduction, but if we look at the objec-

tives graph, it is likely also to do with

collaboration and service level en-

hancement.

Likewise, the focus on inventory could

simply be about reducing costs, but in an

environment where interest rates are

reducing, it is much more likely to be

connected to appropriate service pro-

vision. It must be remembered that there

is a large sample of retail companies – so

0%
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100%
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There’s been a massive increase in

collaboration as an objective, indicating

that integration and flexibility of the supply

chain is a key focus.

Inventory management, as with last year,

still rates highly. Last year, the focus

was on lowering costs within individual

supply chain silos, and our prediction

was that this effort would fail. This year,

there appears to be a greater focus on

collaboration and integration as the means

to lower costs and increase service levels.

It also appears that companies are planning

to extend the view of the supply chain be-

yond the borders of the company (col-

laboration). This collaboration will likely

target the improvement of the inventory,

forecasting and service levels issues.

Why has this change taken place? Probably

due to an understanding that efficiency

in silos doesn’t necessarily result in cost

reduction over the entire supply chain.

This benefit is more likely to come from

integration and redesign.

The change in objectives from a logistics

focus to supply chain focus signals a

maturing of the mindsets of SA companies

with respect to the supply chain process.

running out of stock and good service

levels are key (both of which are affected

with procurement and inventory man-

agement).

Also, in view of the challenges graph on

page 19, the inventory focus ties in with

a perceived need for planning and demand

forecasting capability. Compared to last

year, the relative importance of information

management has also increased, which

ties into the collaboration element of the

objectives graph, and to the perceived

need to integrate process.

Warehousing and transport have lower

scores this year, reflecting the view that a

silo-based focus on cost reduction through

outsourcing is not always sustainable.

Competitive advantage in these arenas

will come from doing things differently,

not doing things more efficiently. The

results of this question, viewed in

conjunction with the findings under

objectives and challenges, corroborate our

view that there is a shift from a focus on

efficiency in individual supply chain

functions to effectiveness of supply chain

strategy.

Key objectives for next year

Improve cooperation/collaboration in the supply chain

Reduce investment in inventory

Improve service offered to customers

Improve information visibility

Lower cost of direct purchases

Increase effectiveness of procurement processes

Increase shelf availability/reduce out-of-stocks

Lower cost of manufacturing

Increase flexibility and responsiveness of manufacturing

Reduce outbound transportation costs

Reduce warehouse operating costs

Increase flexibility and responsiveness of transport operations

Improve efficient unit loads

Reduce inbound transportation costs

Lowers costs of selling

Improve cash flow from revised trading terms of purchases

Improve cash flow from revised trading terms of sales

Other

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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Supply chain costs as a percentage of sales

Challenges to meeting the objectives

Planning and forecasting is the number

one challenge, with over 90% of people

rating it as such. This was also the number

one challenge last year, but with a lower

rating of just over 60%.

The higher rating this year may tie into a

perceived need to combat the problem of

forecasting with collaboration and the

establishment of demand networks.

Our view is that a focus on demand

forecasting in isolation is misplaced – a

treating of the symptom rather than the

cause. What is required to effect strategic

change in the supply chain is a re-

engineering to include more flexibility and

responsiveness to fluctuation in demand

and supply – which is why the need is also

expressed for more high-level skills. The

shortage of high-level skills is again raised

as a key challenge. These skills are needed

in high-change environments, and as

companies move from a tactical approach

to a strategic approach in improving their

supply chains. The benchmarking scare

has also increased over last year’s study.

Those companies estimating the cost of

their supply chains as a percentage of

revenue at below 10% totalled over 35%

last year. This year, the figure is over 50%.

There appears to be a continuation of the

misunderstanding of what the actual cost

of the supply chain is and entails. Whereas

there’s been an increase in the under-

standing of supply chain importance and

improvement methodology, no improve-

ment appears to have taken place in the

understanding of supply chain costs.

Our planning and scheduling capabilities

Benchmarking our supply chain performance

The skills/capabilities of our supply chain staff

Aligning our skills to meet the supply chain strategy

Creating supply chain collaboration opportunities

Our sourcing and procurement practices

Integrating our IT systems

The physical distribution network

Redefining our supply chain

The logistics channel

The specialised needs of our customers

The capabilities of our existing IT systems

Our task planning and scheduling capabilities

Auditing our supply chain

Our warehouse management capabilities

Finding a suitable outsource partner

Other
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Most SA companies don’t actively manage

their suppliers’ costs (56%), but do know

something about them (57%). Over 90%

of the respondents believe that supplier

costs can be reduced. This can either mean

that:

1. Most companies with supply chains 

feel their suppliers overcharge

2. There is an overwhelming belief that

costs can be reduced through a

willingness to collaborate, to reduce

costs and increase service levels

We tend to the latter explanation, and

feel that supplier collaboration op-

portunities already exist and will continue

to be exploited.

The lowest benchmark in developed

economies regarding an efficient supply

chain is 8%. The recent CSIR state of the

nation’s logistics report on South Africa

has benchmarked the country’s physical

logistics costs at just under 15% of GDP

– an estimate which does not factor in all

supply chain related costs.

Thus, if 50% of our respondents think

that they’ve managed supply chain costs

to the best levels in the world, without

the advanced infrastructure and benefits

of physical proximity to major markets,

then they are misinformed. If these

respondents knew how much their supply

chain costs actually are, they would surely

do something about it.

If we look at the graphs comparing cost

reductions and service level improvements,

the majority of supply chain improvements

realise a cost reduction of less than 10%

(73% of respondents). This was mirrored

in the improvements in service levels,

where 65% of respondents who had

implemented improvement drives saw an

improvement of 10% or less.

If we include the inbound costs in the total

supply costs, and proceed along the

collaboration route in a way which includes

both suppliers and customers in integrated

supply chain planning, it seems clear that

greater cost reduction and service level

improvements are there to be had. 

Suppliers’ costs

Changes in supply chain costs

0%

25%

Significantly Increased Remained the same Decreased Significantly
increased decreased

20%

15%

10%

5%

35%

30%

40%

45%

50%

Inbound transportation costs

Inventory costs

Outbound/distribution costs

Information systems

Warehousing costs

Administrative costs
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Supply chain performance improvement initiatives,
and where they were implemented

In last year’s study, the major supply costs

were ascribed to outbound transportation,

warehousing and inventory costs. This year

the same areas were joined by inbound

transportation as the most significant

supply chain costs.

Last year’s report also indicated that major

cost increases were to be budgeted for in

IT, distribution and freight forwarding and

clearing. Cost reductions were budgeted

in inventory investment. This year, a sim-

ilar picture emerged, with transportation

and IT costs up, inventory costs down

and an overall increase in spending on the

supply chain.

The cost reduction efforts of the past year

are reflected in the fact that many com-

panies outsource transportation and

warehousing, and reducing the cost of

inventory remains a challenge.

As we have been suggesting, the location

of these costs in specific silos does not

indicate that supply chain decision makers

are doing things differently enough to

make a difference to their costs in the

long term.

As many as 77% of respondents said they

had attempted to implement an

improvement initiative within one or more

individual supply chain functions over the

past year. The biggest areas in which

improvements took place were in

procurement and inventory management

– which may be related to each other, and

explain why many respondents saw their

inventory costs fall.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Procurement Inbound Warehousing Inventory Outbound Information
transport management transport management

70%

Last year, 77% of South African

companies implemented some

initiative to improve their

supply chain
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The methods for improving many supply

chain functions provide an insight into the

skills issues facing supply chain strategists,

with most functions (whether they are

largely inhouse or outsourced) requiring

some form of collaboration or expert input

from outside the organisation. The function

mostly outsourced to a third-party service

provider continues to be outbound

transportation. Procurement and inventory

are least likely to be outsourced in this

way, but collaboration with outside

partners is still strong in these areas. There

seems to be an increase in the use of

benchmarking and external industry skills

and expertise across the board.

How were these improvements driven?

0%

25%

Procurement Inbound Warehousing Inventory Outbound Information
transport transport management

20%
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10%
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35%

30%

40%

45%

50%

Analysed and benchmarked our supply chain
Hired experts to conduct a study of our supply chain
Focused solely on optimising a single supply chain function
Outsourced the function(s) to a third-party service provider
Collaborated with outside parties to improve the function
Optimised and integrated the function with other functions
Collaborated with partners to optimise the entire supply chain
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transport transport management
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35%

30%

40%

Internally driven with no external assistance

Externally driven by consultants/service providers

Mainly internally driven with some external assistance

Driven by outsourced partner
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Costs reduced by/service levels improved by

The whole picture of improvement drivers

corroborates the tendency for supply chain

organisations to seek external assistance,

partnering and collaboration opportunities.

Transportation, both inbound and out-

bound, is as we’ve seen, largely outsourced

to third-party service provider partners.

Seen in an integrated fashion with other

supply chain reforms, however, companies

can still gain competitive advantage

through optimising their transportation

functions.

Information management was almost

entirely externally driven by expert

consultants, but at least the indication is

that more information advantage and

sharing is being sought with supply chain

partners.

Inventory improvements are being sought

across the board, driven both internally

and externally by an outsourced partner.

The wide range of improvement

approaches in this area may indicate a

challenge in finding a reliable approach.

When asked what cost reduction and

service level improvements these initiatives

brought about, three quarters of the

respondents  reported a cost reduction of

10% or less.

Likewise, the majority of respondents

reported an improvement in service levels

of less than 10%.

Last year, the approach indicated was to

benchmark and seek cost reduction in a

silo-based supply chain function. There

was no great level of integration between

functions in this approach – the focus was

on improving the efficiency of a function.

This approach may be the reason why

sustainable and significant cost savings

and service level improvements have not

been reported on the whole.

However, looking forward, respondents

seem to understand that building an

integrated, flexible and responsive supply

chain is the way forward for greater

savings/improvements, hence the much

stronger rating than last year for col-

laboration.

The perception of respondents regarding

possible cost savings and service level

improvements to be had from supply chain

reform might also relate to the estimates

on the cost of the total supply chain. If

the perception is that supply chain costs

are under 10%, then this will impact on

the perception of how much costs can be

reduced and service levels improved.

37% - Slightly (between 1% and 5%)

31% - Significantly (between 11% and 15%)

28% - Moderately (between 6% and 10%)

4% - Exceptionally (greater than 15%)

37%
31%

4%

28%
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About 23% of respondents said that they

did not implement a supply chain

improvement initiative last year.

The predominant reason is a lack of a clear

supply chain strategy.

Given that the major challenges facing

supply chain reform in those organisations

that are implementing improvements also

relate to the role of strategy, flexibility and

responsiveness in supply chain functioning,

this may reflect the skills gap once more.

It certainly means that these organisations

run an increasing risk of being left behind

in their markets.

Why have you not initiated a supply chain improvement?

We don’t have a clear supply chain strategy plan

Management don’t see it as a priority

There’s a shortage of supply chain skills internally

We are satisfied with our current performance

There’s no budget available to embark on these types of initiatives

Our IT systems are not powerful enough

Our costs, margins and service levels are on par with our industry

The cost and effort of supply chain reform is too high

None of our competitors have performed supply chain improvements

Our supply chain is too complex to be improved upon

Other

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Companies buy ERP systems for better

control and management. ERP systems

are also usually costly and demand change

management for the organisation’s

people. When asked how ERP systems

rate regarding supply chain and logistics

management issues, most replied that the

performance was average.

ERP systems are useful in providing an

integrated view of the organisation’s

transactions and back office functioning

to enable better management, but, as

with demand planning and forecasting

tools, they will not strategically plan and

integrate the organisation’s supply chain

in order to make it more flexible and

responsive.
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20%

25%

30%

Excellent Above average Average Below average Poor

35%

40%

Suitability of ERP systems in managing supply chains
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We share market information/feedback

We share our demand forecasts

We share our technology

We share our people/staff skills

We share facilities

We share the ownership of assets

We share risk

We share rewards

We develop new products together

We run joint marketing campaigns

We have integrated our processes with each other

We align our strategic goals
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Respondents indicated a high degree of

collaborative relationship with customers

and suppliers, and a much lower degree

of involvement with customers’ customers

and suppliers’ suppliers.

There is a stronger collaborative link with

suppliers. As we’ve seen in the stated com-

pany objectives, collaboration is the most

important factor for next year. This is to

reduce business risk, logistics costs and

improve effectiveness.

There appears to be a reasonably high

level of collaboration taking place with

first-tier suppliers and customers, but not

with the second-tier. As we have already

mentioned in this report, better planning

and forecasting needs to properly embrace

collaboration with the entire demand

network to avoid addressing the symptom

rather than the cause.
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40%
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80%

100%

120%

No collaborative With suppliers With suppliers’ With customers With customers’
relationships suppliers customers
established
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Almost every respondent feels, in particular,

that the state-run rail network is either

below average or poor in its performance,

and that their experience of the road

network and airports is generally positive.

In a time when SA is entering a serious

growth phase and gearing up for global

competition, infrastructure failings will

negatively affect imports and exports.

The imbalance between road and rail,

while historically explicable as a result of

pre-apartheid SA’s domestic consumption

and lack of exports, now threatens the

country’s global competitiveness.

There is a sense that the road networks

and the airports are reasonably well run

and efficient, and it can surely not be

coincidence that these are the modes of

logistics transportation that have been

partly or wholly privatised.

Challenges to competing globally

Excellent Above average Average Below average Poor

Roads

Intermodal facilities

Railways

Airports/Air transportation

Ports/Harbours

Customs
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40%
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50%

70%
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Rating of infrastructure

The volatility of the rand

Inadequate infrastructure (eg ports, rails)

Our costs to manufacture are too high

Our physical location in the world

The foreign market’s perception of SA

Inadequate incentive/support from the government

Our quality/price ratio is too high

Import duties are too high

Other

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

The respondents indicated some major

challenges to SA’s global competitiveness,

two of which are supply chain related:

1. Our physical location in the world –

can’t do anything about it

2. Our costs to manufacture are too high

3. Inadequate infrastructure – negatively

impacts on reliability and increases

costs of supply

Our competitiveness as a country is de-

pendent on what we can improve, namely

points 2 and 3. If we improve our infra-

structure, our manufacturing and logistics

costs will reduce.

Though our physical location is remote

from major markets, we’re still in the same

position as other major competitors like

Australia and South America if they trade

with the Northern Hemisphere. Thus we’re

competing against other developing coun-

tries, and we need to dominate the supply

chains of Africa in particular.

The implications of a lack of success in

these areas is more than just competi-

tiveness, but ties back to job creation,

social and economic delivery and our ability

to address crime and poverty in SA.

Data analysis by question
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